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The most needed tool:
Networking! One to one contact 

seems to be the most powerful tool. 

The main benefits:
- Creative solutions for domestic markets

- Opening markets abroad.

The most valued assets:
- Trust helps build reputation.

- Local experience helps prove the talent.

What to work on?
- Redefining Integration plan 

(kotoutumissuunnitelma)
- Increasing opportunities to learn Finnish

- Valuing international education and experience

The must do!
- Empower yourself and 

show your talent.

- Get yourself out from the 

tag of “foreign”

How to help?
- Organizations sharing statistics & research

- Skilled based recruiting process & Linked IN use

What to be aware of?
- Economic risks from small/medium size 

companies.

- Short term contracts seem to be effective 

tool to get the foot in the door.

S W O T

International talent 
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The main benefits percieved of International talent in Central Finland:
Creative solutions and opening markets abroad
S: International talent bring new ideas and knowledge of foreign language, customs and business culture.
O: Local businesses could explore new ways to do things and expand their markets abroad.
W: The knowledge in one language doesn’t mean that one cannot use their skills elsewhere, including domestic markets.
T: In CF there are many medium/small assiting domestic markets mainly and not itending toward exporting. The value from the foreign experience 
seems to be underestimated.

The most needed tool:
Networking
S: One-to-one contact seems to be the most effective way to get a working opportunity.
O: Create spaces and tools to connect directly international talent with businesses and organizations.
W: Foreigners lack a network and find barriers with first time encounters.
T: Language and cultural defferences might limit the contact among stakeholders.

The most valued assets:
Trust and experience
S: Finnish customs highlight trust as key to building reputation.
O: Build expertice locally to help gain references, trust and begin to build a reputation here.
W: General missbeliefs limit comunication between different stakeholders. Undestimating education from abroad.
T: International experience and education is not valued or trusted as it should be. Additionally Finnish education in English seems to have lower 
practical value in comparison with a degree in Finnish language.



The must do: Personal motivation and beliefs (for international talent)
S: Empower yourself and show your talent
O: Get yourself out from the tag of “foreign”. Join to events from your profession, associations of your interest and clubs to practice your 

hobbies
W: Belief of being seen as less skilled. “We are put into an immigrant bucket and not seen as professionals.”

T: Low self-confidence, doubt about own talents and feel lonely

What to be aware of?: Economic factors and work modalities (from business point of view)
S: To demonstrate in practice that a highly educated foreigner is fully capable to do the job might help to mitigate the perceived risks at hiring.
O: Short term contracts seem to be an effective tool to get to know the international talent in practice and solve temporarily the 

unemployment issue. However, some might be trapped in short term contracts and not get hired as a full-time employee.
Local businesses might benefit from a working integration plan for highly educated foreign professionals to mitigate the economic risks.

W: Medium and small companies have a limited budget to afford any extra training for their employees. Then to minimize risks companies 
prefer to hire Finnish citizen instead, this seems to be the business way of thinking.

T: The risks perceived when hiring foreigners seems to be that: lack of local language skills, lack of local credentials, or the assumption that a 
foreigner might leave Finland at any time.



What to work on?
Integration plan, language barriers and valuing international expertise
S: When increasing the opportunity to learn Finnish the integration to working life and retention of talent will be more efficient.
O: Redefining Integration plan (kotoutumissuunnitelma) to include the needs of highly educated foreigners.
W: According to the law an immigrant has rights to study Finnish only during the first 3 years living in Finland. International talent that has come for 
working or studying in English might not have able to study Finnish and when wanting to stay longer and learn the language won’t find any education 
available if do not wish to change profession. Not speaking Finnish in small companies is a big drawback. Another weakness for others is that even 
adequate levels of Finnish proficiency are still seen as lacking.
T: Seems that international education and work experience are often undervalued, and even English degrees from Finnish Education can fall into the 

same value issue because of the lacking practical qualifications.

How to help?
Statistics and research
S: National organizations have solid data, statistics and research available to back up the relevance of this issue.
O: Sharing data and research among authorities could improve the inclusion of international talent in the region.

Holding discussions with all the actors involved might increase the chances of finding effective solutions.
W: The lack of discussion among all stakeholders is impacting negatively the employment of highly educated foreigners.

Hiring Process
S: Ensuring skills-based recruiting might impact positively the working opportunities for International talent.
O: Anonymous recruiting could benefit the International talent to highlight their skills without falling into narrow recruiting processes.

Training sessions to promote the use of Linked IN.
W: Many smaller companies cannot rely on professional HR recruiters and thus they seem to take the easiest route possible. They narrow the choices as 

much as possible resulting in certain genders, ages and backgrounds being immediately ignored.



Suggested solutions
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System structures:
 One system. Not just separate projects!

"Long term commitment is needed!, not just only projects but organizing long term plan. It feels awful that many foreigners feel 

that need to quit their professions, forget their previous experience and take cooking classes or something like that” ”many 

foreigners seem to be forced to take their second best and forget their careers!”

“Find information is difficult, too many projects are difficult to know.”

 Clear Identification of target groups. Not just ”immigrant bucket”.

”More statistics and data is needed to change regulations. So sharing research among authorities and increase collaborations 

can only benefit the target group”

“In the people’s mind seem to 2 type of foreigners, CEO’s like Mark Zuckerberg (FB) and land workers, but there is SO much 

people in between and that group is being totally ignored. There is so much people to represent!”

” Second generation of foreigners should be included as well in the statistics for desicion making”

 Connect to Talent Boost nationally

”Seems necessary to implement an ecosystem to include all this issues, for instance HUB in Central Finland”

 Cater language courses by needs for successful inclusion.

” Most of  the small companies in CF do business with domestic costumers. Not speaking Finnish in small companies is a big 

drawback.” “Finnish language is mandatory for professional jobs in CF.”

” It is needed a flexible framework to learn Finnish while working and extending the language trainings over the 3 years law”

”… “Integration plan” limited to 3 years is big issue for many foreign professionals, mostly for the ones who initially come to 

work or study in English and then want to stay”



System structures:
 Renew integration laws and qualification structures.

“It is very frustrating because here you have to be qualified for absolutely everything. 13 years of experience but you have to 

have one specific course before you can work here.”

 Capitalize on previous findings and make publicly available

”How we can make the outcome of this meetings public? All participants will benefit from the visibility. Sharing publicly in 

internet this sessions and put into use the power of word-of-mouth”

“It is difficult to get really applicable information, even just finding the person who to ask.”

“Agreement is lacking even among the same network about which is the right information. Even officials don’t always seem well

informed about different fields’ qualifications.”

 Disseminate progress being made from national to local levels

“…for that is needed to learn as much examples as possible to build a solid plan for inclusion of highly educated foreigners”

” The culture is changing, in Helsinki and Tampere there is more actions that can be replicated here in JKL. 

 Regular meetings with all stakeholders

” share as much as you can, we can discuss ideas together, build trust, and open our minds.”

“People are opening up very slowly to the skills of international talent, even in very international spaces. Spaces, policies and

practice are not keeping up with this global change. This change is only going to grow and people are not mentally preparing 

and opening up to this, rather want to stay in their comfort zone. ”



Projects:
 Train stakeholders of the benefits of diversity

“Diversity should be seen as a source of vitality to the economy. Positive cases like Silicone Valley 

have shown that sharing human capital and sharing networks, multiply benefits!. Financial decisions 

for helping employment of foreigners should be made. And to warm the hearts & minds of 

employers too”

 Wider connections in Steering Groups

 Wider use of previous knowledge

 Connect to system structures from the start of any project.

 ”Recruit of the week” on LinkedIN

"Introduce special linked IN profiles of foreigners to highlight professionals."



Suggested Tools:
 Quota for hiring: demographic representation of foreigners in workplaces.

“There is lack of diversity in where I work (national authority), its about time that this changes.”

”Demographic representation of international talent in the working places in CF. If 9% of the population of CF are

foreigners, 9% of the employees in business teams could be foreign workers”

 Create spaces for networking one-to-one.

“… be present where companies are, entrepreneurs don’t have extra time to find new people. Everything should be made as

easy as possible for businesses.”

 Anonymous recruitment

” Recruiters make the easiest so they narrow the choices as much as possible. And even more not professional recruiters. So

certain genders, ages and backgrounds might be immediately ignored”

 Directory for international talent and businesses

”where to find international talents? Center of expertise for immigrants! ” ” 2021 begins the trial of the center of expertise.”

Existing Tools:
 http://www.te-palvelut.fi/te/en/employers/find_an_employee/developing_international_work_community/index.html

 https://www.businessfinland.fi/suomalaisille-asiakkaille/palvelut/rahoitus/explorer/talent-explorer/

http://www.te-palvelut.fi/te/en/employers/find_an_employee/developing_international_work_community/index.html
https://www.businessfinland.fi/suomalaisille-asiakkaille/palvelut/rahoitus/explorer/talent-explorer/


Individual level:
 Be an inclusive human being

“I’m making myself a better person, a more inclusive human being, to get involved with every person who joins to ours”

 Daily conversations and practices

“We must take action and bring this to a daily topic. Organizations could actually bring the topic to the business tables.”

 Internationals joining local hobbies/associations

“Attend to events for your own field and join to associations of your interest.  You must get yourself out of the tag of 

“foreign”. This spaces are the best to practice Finnish informally and get the Finnish people to be more comfortable with 

internationals. “We are normal people not weirdos!”

 Sharing the benefits of diversity

 Study counseling, tutoring, mentoring, reviewing CVs

”At the personal level, I do mentoring once a week in Tampere in an Association like Gloria form JKL. “Seems that many 

foreigners have low self-esteem”

 International meeting points (Help not underestimate self)

“It is not so easy to be positive when the unemployment goes longer.”

“Long-time unemployment makes self-confidence lower and harder to approach to hidden jobs.”

 Share information even if it is not relevant to you



Insights
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Sara Robinson-Moncada

10.1.2020

Do we see 
the whole picture?

When the working culture values one type of experience, it neglects to see 

other types of valuable experience in multitalented applicants.



Where do you see more 
opportunities?
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”Diversity jolts us into 
cognitive action in ways 
that homogeneity simply 
does not. ”

”Being around people 
who are different from 
us makes us more 
creative, more diligent 
and harder-working ”

Benefits of

Diversity
& Inclusive 

practices in the 
workplace

Research sources at the end (*)

Talent pool

Creativity & Innovation

Higher earnings

Decision making 

Costumer orientation

Inclusive leaders

Employee satisfaction



Benefits of diversity and inclusive practices in the workplace

• Diversity means mixing people of different gender, age, ethnicity, race, sexual orientation, ability, etc.
• Inclusive practices are necessary in a diverse workplace in order to cultivate the potential of a diverse team.

• The biggest benefit of a diverse working team with inclusive practices is that everyone's thinking processes are changed because of the 
different types of knowledge available. Being with similar people helps us assume we all think the same, whereas being with different type 
of people forces everyone out of their assumptions into open knowledge.

• Hiring diverse workers increases the sourcing talent pool.
• Different kinds of workers on the team leads to improved customer orientation, i.e. being able to cater directly to different customer 

groups' needs.
• Creativity & Innovation increase.
• Greater diversity at executive levels correlates with higher company earnings.
• Greater employee satisfaction over time because of the inclusive practice and more collaboration. (Even if initially adding diversity to a 

workplace can initially increase discomfort or conflict, particularly without inclusive leaders.)
• Better decision making through a variety of ideas, problem solving, and information based on open knowledge rather than assumptions
• Inclusive leaders show commitment, awareness of bias, humility, curiosity about others, cultural intelligence, effective collaboration

• NOTE: One different kind of person is not going to necessarily inherently BE more creative or innovative. Rather. diverse teams become 
better at thinking more broadly together.



 Professional skills

 Wider perspective 

 Resourcefulness

 New ideas

 Resilience

 Flexibility

 Tolerance for uncertainty

 Global awareness

 Language skills

 Interpersonal connections

Suomeksi

Asiantuntijaosaamista

Perspektiiviä

Kekseliäisyyttä

Luovuutta

Uusia ideoita

Resilienssiä 

Joustavuutta

Epävarmuuden sietokykyä

Globaalia tietoisuutta

Kielitaitoa

Ihmisten välisiä yhteyksiä



Out of my 
control

Things I can 
control

What can I personally do to 

improve the working situation of 

international talent who want to 

belong and contribute to Central 

Finland?

What can I do in 
my working place 

or network?

What can I do in 
my daily life?



How can I help improve the working situation of 

international talent in Central Finland?
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 Työbileet project is finishing in the end of May, but 
our co-operative continues to work

 We intend to collaborate with other actors to 
establish a Talent HUB in Central Finland

We offer a modern network of experts where you 
can work in the self-organizationaly and 
entrepreneualy way.

We help small companies to utilize easier 
international talents in their workplaces

We will continue connecting...
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Our team!

Sara Robinson Moncada
Project Planner Työbileet

INNOtyöverkko Osuuskunta
email: sara.robinson-moncada@innoverkko.com

Puh: 050 9115481

Ritva Kivistö
Project Manager Työbileet-Hanke

INNOtyöverkko Osuuskunta
email: ritva.kivisto@innoverkko.com

Puh: 040 5085168

Ana Maria Limma
Event planner and designer
INNOtyöverkko Osuuskunta

email: anamaria.limma@outlook.com
Puh: 040 6627070

mailto:sara.robinson-moncada@innoverkko.com
mailto:ritva.kivisto@innoverkko.com
mailto:anamaria.limma@outlook.com
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 https://fi.inklusiiv.org/data-bank

 https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/business%20functions/organization/our%20insights/why%20
diversity%20matters/diversity%20matters.ashx

 http://news.mit.edu/2014/workplace-diversity-can-help-bottom-line-1007

 https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/why-diversity-matters

 https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-diversity-makes-us-smarter/

 https://hbr.org/2019/03/why-inclusive-leaders-are-good-for-organizations-and-how-to-become-
one?utm_source=linkedin&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=hbr
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